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Suny downstate occupational therapy forum

D Boston University Pros: -Higher ranking / prestige ... Rated #29 Cons: -3 to 4 hours from the family -Cost of Attendance would be $85k a year ... AKA $340,000 over 4 years not including compound interest :( SUNY Downstate Pros: -Combined MD/MPH for 4 years! -Low cost of attendance of $55k a...
A Hello all tryna make a thread for autumn 2019 SUNY downstate OT recording!!! a way to stay up to date with the recording process.. hopefully everything goes well for everyone! M I would appreciate the feedback for these two schools! Rochester has a good reputation, very nice facilities, and a very
supportive/inspiring community. Disadvantages include weather / location and lack of recorded lectures, although they provide detailed syllabi. Being from NYC, I'm also attracted to ... M Someone has experience searching SUNY Downstate's Diagnostic Medical Imaging program ??? Any idea what the
interview is like, the written exercise? Acceptance rate and statistics if you were accepted? Thanks! O Hi everyone! I am currently in the interview process to get into the PT school. I've applied to Suny Downstate and Touro College. I've heard mix reviews for both places. Now that it's 2018, I'm just
wondering if any of the two schools have made better changes to the curriculum... orangetulip93 Thread Mar 4, 2018 cons currentdptstudent doctor of physiotherapy dpt dptalumni interview pros pt interview suny downstate touro college Answer: 2 Forum: Pre-Physiotherapy I Hi all. So I saw the post from
2007 when you search my program on Google that said SAY NO TO SUNY DOWNSTATE. I wasn't here in 2007, but I can speak for 2017. I come from an American medical school, so I wasn't desperate for a residency program. What stuck out the most for me on the day of the interview... IMChief44
Thread Nov 23, 2017 internal with internal medical student internal medicine residential suny downstate Answer: 8 Forum: Medical students - MD B Hello guys.. How's everyone doing? At the moment I take Orgo 1 and I'm doing badly, I could end up with a C+ maximum for the class. I was wondering if
SUNY Downstate would still accept me? Especially their EME Program. I A I just got off the waiting list for Einstein and is in conflict. 28 y/o M non-trad move from SF to NYC. Background in software sales and real estate before switching. All input would be appreciated! Downstate Pros - Live off campus
in a fun part of New York = better ... R I have been accepted by Downstate and waitlisted by NYU. The problem I have is deciding which school is best for me. Both have double MD/MPH degrees which means more to me than lab based and clinical research They both prepare their students very well
when it comes to their ... C Hi, Following is a survey about a student group called the NY PT Student Special Interest Group (SSIG). It will inform you what an SSIG is (including the benefits of one) and measure your interest in joining one. All students participating in DPT programs in NY are invited to
complete ... csidpt Thread August 8, 2016 buffalo liu New York New York Medical College nyit nyu stony brook suny downstate suny upstate touro Answer: 0 Forum: Physiotherapy C Hello, Following is a survey about a student group called NY PT Student Interest Special Group (SSIG). It will inform you
of what an SSIG is (including the benefits of one) and measure your interest in joining one. All students participating in DPT programs in NY are invited to complete ... csidpt Thread August 8, 2016 buffalo hunter long island university New york medical college nyit nyu rocky brook suny downstate suny
upstate touro Answer: 0 Forum: Pre-Physiotherapy L Hello! I sought the last cycle and got some interview offers at a very wide range of schools: Duke, UCSF, GW, SUNY Downstate, NYMC. My SUNY and NYMC interview invitations came pretty late in the game. I was also excessively picky, so I politely
declined both of these interviews. I realize... liz9 Thread June 19, 2016 george washington list of schools reapplicant reapplying suny downstate waitlist draw Reply: 11 Forum: Medical Students - MD D Hello all - I'd like to hear everyone's input on OHSU vs SUNY Downstate. I know the two schools are
very different, but I'm drawn to SUNY for being close to my family and saving $20K a year after I became a new resident. OHSU, on the other hand, seems to be better regarded in terms of ranking and ... V H I was waitlisted to both SUNY Downstate and Kean University, and I wonder if anyone is in the
same position as me. Does anyone know about people who went off the waiting list? If so, around when they were notified. Good luck to everyone, and thank you! N Hi everyone, I was looking for a thread for SUNY Downstate Physiotherapy for June 2016 and could not find one other than the
occupational therapy thread. It's the first day of April, and I haven't heard anything from Downstate. I was wondering if anyone else who's been interviewed... nyk1 Thread Apr 1, 2016 2016 acceptance application help interview June 2016 physiotherapy rejection suny suny downstate Answer: 5 Forum:
Pre-Physical Therapy H Anyone hear anything from Downstate? It's been a few months and I'm getting nervous as I haven't heard from them yet. If you applied this year or have been accepted in years past, would be kind enough to post your statistics so I can see how I compare it would be amazing!
Thanks! Hi all tryna make a thread for autumn 2019 SUNY downstate OT recording!!! a way to stay up to date with the recording process.. hopefully everything goes well for everyone! Reactions: OTdevoteee Hello, I got an interview and I know like 3 other girls from my school got one too. Does anyone
have any acceptances yet? Or is it way too early..? Hi, I interviewed a couple page and the interviewer said that they usually get back to you between 30-45 days from the date of the interview. Hope it helps! Yup, I just got my acceptance today about a month after my interview! Am I suppsed to start
thinking that my chances of an interview are slim? If other applicants get acceptance answers, not sure what to think. Hi, I interviewed a couple of weeks ago, and the interviewer said that they usually come back to you between 30-45 days from the date of the interview. Hope it helps! Want to share some
sepecifics you were asked during the interview? How did the process go? Congratulations to you too! Yes I already accepted, what about you? Hey, this could potentially be a silly question, but when you confirm the interview date- did you get an email response back as a final confirmation of the
interview? Congratulations to you too! Yes I already accepted, what about you? I'm just waiting to hear from another program before I make my decision, but I'll most likely accept the offer from Downstate as well! has anyone been invited to interview yet? I haven't done it yet, but they were waiting for
some of my pre-reqs. I was told that it has been forwarded to the recording committee though, so fingers crossed! Am I suppsed to start thinking that my chances of an interview are slim? If other applicants get acceptance answers, not sure what to think. I definitely wouldn't believe it. They do interviews
through February as well. I think mid-January is actually quite normal, especially for those of us who had to send pre-req grades. Keep breathing Hey, I got an interview and I know that 3 other girls from my school got one too. Does anyone have any acceptances yet? Or is it way too early..? Hello there
About how long after you were notified that it was reviewed you got an interview invitation? Reactions: asn1993 Am I suppsed to start thinking that my chances of an interview are slim? If other applicants get acceptance answers, not sure what to think. People receive acceptances right up until March.
Chances are slim for acceptance, but if your credentials are decent, you should be fine when it comes to getting an interview. Also, the later you applied later you will be invited to an interview. Hey, this could potentially be a silly question, but when you confirm the interview date- did you get an email
response back as a final confirmation of the interview? When I received the invitation, I confirmed that it's a good meeting time for me and didn't receive any other emails after that, just came to the interview at the given time and that's about it. Don't forget to print the letter and bring a passport photo of
yourself! Hello there About how long after you were notified that it was reviewed you got an interview invitation? I have interview invitation a little less than a month after I applied, and a month after the interview I got an answer. The case happened to another person I know. Reactions: OTplz2019 When I
received the invitation, I confirmed that it is a good meeting time for me and did not receive any other emails after that, came only for the interview at the given time and that's about it. Don't forget to print the letter and bring a passport photo of yourself! Thank you so much for answering! I had to
reschedrange the interview date, so in response I got a different date and time, but the recording coordinator wrote back that I should send back with my name along with the confirmed date and time. I answered back with the information needed, but then I thought maybe I should have created a new



email for them along with the information, instead of just replying. Seeing that I didn't get a reply back too had me worried. But hearing that you also didn't get a response back in confirmation relaxes me a little to know that everything is okay! And of course I will remember! My interview will be next Sunday
hopefully. Hi. just found this thread. I interviewed on December 15 and I was informed that I am on the alternative list on January 7th. I'm already accepted on another program, but just waiting to hear back from Downstate to make the final decision. Hi guys, I just found this thread too! I was told by the
program that official prints do not need to be submitted until upon acceptance- is this true? So I still haven't heard an answer whatsoever. Do I keep my hopes high? Do I start plan B..? Any of you out here who submitted their application in mid-October have heard back something yet? Let me know so I
can know where I stand. Thanks! Hi guys, I just found this thread too! I was told by the program that official prints do not need to be submitted until upon acceptance- is this true? I sent all my official prints during the initial application process. But the site says that you can use unofficial. I sent all my official
prints during the initial application process. But the site says that you can use unofficial. Thanks! I submitted unofficial transcripts that I thought were strange while other OT programs require official shipped live from our former schools. I had my interview in November- I haven't heard back, so I emailed for
updates, but they keep telling me that my application is still under consideration. So unfortunately, I still have no idea where I stand. Still keep my hopes up- good luck to everyone! So I still haven't heard an answer whatsoever. Do I keep my hopes high? Do I start plan B..? Any of you out here who
submitted their application in mid-October have heard back something yet? Let me know so I can know where I stand. Thanks! I searched September, and I I not heard back either. I have offers from NYU and NYIT so I'm thinking about just cutting my losses lol Hi guys... I got my acceptance as 3 days
ago.. very excited. congratulations to everyone else too!!!! So I still haven't heard an answer whatsoever. Do I keep my hopes high? Do I start plan B..? Any of you out here who submitted their application in mid-October have heard back something yet? Let me know so I can know where I stand. Thanks!
Same with me ... Reactions: otmot123 I was accepted about 3 weeks after my interview in Jan... Congratulations to everyone who was accepted! And for those who wait, good luck! Guess what? I just got accepted. I had to read the letter three times to be sure. Beyond excited ))) Has anyone else not
heard anything? According to previous years they invited people to several interviews in late February and into March so ive waited for it, but still nothing ... Has anyone else heard anything? According to previous years they invited people to several interviews in late February and into March so ive waited
for it, but still nothing ... Yes they have accepted and interviewed people of late.. not everyone on acceptance late is going to participate.. so their can be a last minute miracle.... good luck!!! Has anyone else heard anything? According to previous years they invited people to several interviews in late
February and into March so ive waited for it, but still nothing ... I have not heard from them in addition to the fact that my application is still under consideration and that the class is not filled yet. What about you guys? Anyone else here searched and hadn't heard from them yet? Reactions: otmot123 yes
they have accepted and interviewed people late.. not everyone on acceptance late is going to participate.. so their can be a last minute miracle.... good luck!!! We hope for the best result! I was also interviewed back in January, the 20th. Hopefully I'll know what's going to happen soon... all this waiting is
so nerve wracking lol Hi everyone, I just received and interview invitation to SUNY Downstate (3/5). My interview date is 3/19. I'm so nervous. Is someone who has already had someone who is already willing to share how it went? Thanks in advice! This is my third time searching and I hope this may be it.
Hi everyone, I just received and interview invitation to SUNY Downstate (3 / 5). My interview date is 3/19. I'm so nervous. Is someone who has already had someone who is already willing to share how it went? Thanks in advice! This is my third time searching and I hope this may be it. Wow good for you!
Good luck and Keep us updated. Hi! For those going suny DS, are there any facebook groups? Shall we make one? If so, you can pm me to create a group on FB together. Good luck to everyone! Last edited by a moderator: Mar 7. I just received and interview invitation to SUNY Downstate (3/5). My
interview date is 3/19. I'm so nervous. Is someone who has already had someone who is already willing to share how it went? Thanks in advice! This is my third time searching and I hope this may be it. I was first asked to read an article and answer some questions based on it. Then the interview process
was pretty straightforward. I was asked why I was interested in OT, about my volunteer experiences, how I deal with stress, my organizational skills to balance school and life, such things. good luck!! Last edited: March 8, 2019 Hello guys, I'm a first year Downstate OT student. I remember reading through
these forums last year when I searched for the best, and was very happy when a freshman last year chimed in to talk. If you have any questions, don't be afraid to ask here, and I'll try to get back to you. Congratulations to those who got it!!!! Good luck to those who are still waiting; they are still interviewing
people, and some of the students in my year came in at the last second (or after being put on a waiting list), so it can still happen!!! Good luck to you, and I send out positive vibes and love. Reactions: helloxilef Hey guys, I'm a first year Downstate OT student. I remember reading through these forums last
year when I searched for the best, and was very happy when a freshman last year chimed in to talk. If you have any questions, don't be afraid to ask here, and I'll try to get back to you. Congratulations to those who got it!!!! Good luck to those who are still waiting; they are still interviewing people, and
some of the students in my year came in at the last second (or after being put on a waiting list), so it can still happen!!! Good luck to you, and I send out positive vibes and love. hey there! Thank you very much for such a thoughtful and kind message to us. Congratulations on your success so far! I have
also read through these forums intensely throughout the process and I am deeply grateful to be accepted into the program! I'll make sure all my papers are done in time. I wanted to know what your schedule looked like in the summer semester of rough anatomy and foundations? I would like to get a head
start on how to succeed in the gross anatomy class since I hear it is intense. Some advice would be appreciated! Thank you and look forward to hearing from you soon. hey there! Thank you very much for such a thoughtful and kind message to us. Congratulations on your success so far! I have also read
through these forums intensely throughout the process and I am deeply grateful to be accepted into the program! I'll make sure all my papers are done in time. I wanted to know what your schedule looked like in the summer semester of rough anatomy and foundations? I wanted to to get a head start on
how to succeed in the gross anatomy class since I hear it is intense. Some advice would be appreciated! Thank you and look forward to hearing from you soon. Hi, hope everything goes well. So for my year the schedule was quite hectic, because the person who taught us was still in medical school
(LOL). Amazing teacher tho. Because his schedule was a little unpredictable, ours would literally change every week, so there was no real consistency. For the most part, we normally had 1 day off at a time between Mon-Fri. There are technically 2 classes that you have, but Gross Anatomy is really like 3
classes: lecture, lab, and palpation (where you have to feel a huge variety of legs/muscles/body markers) on your classmates. (If you don't like being touched, this can be a strange experience LOL). So in a typical week we would have 1 day where we had only Foundations class (which is easy), a day
where we had lectures + palpation (maybe a 4 hour day), and 2 days where we would have lecture and lab (also about 4-5 hours). It's tough, but definitely feasible! Especially since you're going to have a lot of time that semester to study. There's a lot of material, but the carcass lab, as scary as it may
sound, is really a miraculous way to learn, and by the end of the semester you'll feel really good about how much you know. To prepare, study the names of all the muscles you learned as an undergrad. I didn't, and the beginning of the semester was STRESS!!!!!! Full! A lot of it was my fault though, and
not everyone found it as hard as I did. If you at least know the names of the muscle and where they are, everything else will fall into place and you will be able to learn at a steady pace. You may also want to review the names of the bones and bone-bone landmarks (including the parts of the vertebrae).
The first test is the hardest, and then everything gets easier. Reactions: leialee and helloxilef Hello, hope everything goes well . So for my year the schedule was quite hectic, because the person who taught us was still in medical school (LOL). Amazing teacher tho. Because his schedule was a little
unpredictable, ours would literally change every week, so there was no real consistency. For the most part, we normally had 1 day off at a time between Mon-Fri. There are technically 2 classes that you have, but Gross Anatomy is really like 3 classes: lecture, lab, and palpation (where you have to feel a
huge variety of legs/muscles/body markers) on your classmates. (If you don't like being touched, this can be a strange experience LOL). So in a typical week we would have 1 day where we had only Foundations class (which is easy), a day where we had lectures + palpation (maybe a 4 hour day), and 2
days where we would have lecture and lab (also about 4-5 hours). There are but definitely feasible! Especially since you're going to have a lot of time that semester to study. There's a lot of material, but the carcass lab, as scary as it may sound, is really a miraculous way to learn, and by the end of the
semester you'll feel really good about how much you know. To prepare, study the names of all the muscles you learned as an undergrad. I didn't, and the beginning of the semester was STRESS!!!!!! Full! A lot of it was my fault though, and not everyone found it as hard as I did. If you at least know the
names of the muscle and where they are, everything else will fall into place and you will be able to learn at a steady pace. You may also want to review the names of the bones and bone-bone landmarks (including the parts of the vertebrae). The first test is the hardest, and then everything gets easier. hey
there! Wow! Thank you very much for the feedback and experience I am very excited about!!! I remember talking to three people during an info session, and two of them had full-time jobs, went to the OT program full-time, got married and had children. They were the rare cases as they say, but said even
though it was extremely stressful and crazy - it was do-able and worth it. I will definitely take that into account and start reviewing muscles, bones and landmarks! What made the first exam difficult? Was it because of the amount of content covered? Ahh I have butterflies thinking about the first day of class
(but at this moment I hope my spelunker checklist clears in time!) Do you remember what the hours were like for rough anatomy and foundations? Thank you again! You've been so wonderful. hey there! Wow! Thank you very much for the feedback and experience I am very excited about!!! I remember
talking to three people during an info session, and two of them had full-time jobs, went to the OT program full-time, got married and had children. They were the rare cases as they say, but said even though it was extremely stressful and crazy - it was do-able and worth it. I will definitely take that into
account and start reviewing muscles, bones and landmarks! What made the first exam difficult? Was it because of the amount of content covered? Ahh I have butterflies thinking about the first day of class (but at this moment I hope my spelunker checklist clears in time!) Do you remember what the hours
were like for rough anatomy and foundations? Thank you again! You've been so wonderful. Oh! Let me be clearer: the hours question; meaning, remember when your classes started and ended? I'm curious if it varies every year Reactions: samraot Page 2 Oh! Let me be clearer: the hours question;
meaning, remember when your classes started and ended? I'm curious if it varies every year Hello! Here is the site where you can access the class for summer: myDownstate | Academic portal I received this link via an email about my financial help/pricing information. You can log in to Banner self-
condition with the same login information you use for the recording checklist. I'm not sure how exactly this can be, but at least you get an idea Reactions: helloxilef Hello, hope everything goes well . So for my year the schedule was quite hectic, because the person who taught us was still in medical school
(LOL). Amazing teacher tho. Because his schedule was a little unpredictable, ours would literally change every week, so there was no real consistency. For the most part, we normally had 1 day off at a time between Mon-Fri. There are technically 2 classes that you have, but Gross Anatomy is really like 3
classes: lecture, lab, and palpation (where you have to feel a huge variety of legs/muscles/body markers) on your classmates. (If you don't like being touched, this can be a strange experience LOL). So in a typical week we would have 1 day where we had only Foundations class (which is easy), a day
where we had lectures + palpation (maybe a 4 hour day), and 2 days where we would have lecture and lab (also about 4-5 hours). It's tough, but definitely feasible! Especially since you're going to have a lot of time that semester to study. There's a lot of material, but the carcass lab, as scary as it may
sound, is really a miraculous way to learn, and by the end of the semester you'll feel really good about how much you know. To prepare, study the names of all the muscles you learned as an undergrad. I didn't, and the beginning of the semester was STRESS!!!!!! Full! A lot of it was my fault though, and
not everyone found it as hard as I did. If you at least know the names of the muscle and where they are, everything else will fall into place and you will be able to learn at a steady pace. You may also want to review the names of the bones and bone-bone landmarks (including the parts of the vertebrae).
The first test is the hardest, and then everything gets easier. Thank you very much for the advice! What study material would you recommend that we use? (eg: textbook used in OT degree school class, all specific types of flashcards, etc.) Hi! Here's the site where you can access class information for the
summer: myDownstate | Academic portal I received this link via an email about my financial help/pricing information. You can log in to Banner self-condition with the same login information you use for the recording checklist. I'm not sure how exactly this can be, but at least you get an idea Hello there!
Thank you so much for sending this information together! I tried to log in and it says that I do not have access to it Would you be able to DM me what it says or how it looks? I really appreciate it. Congratulations on support prices! Was there a specific deadline for that? I I information date for 2016. Oh, I
remember the annoying spelunker thing LOL! Make sure you take the Hep B vaccine! On paper there is an option to pass it, but it is a lie; they will only tell you that option if only for professions that do not work as medical/rehab clinicians. I remember being worried about having to get it at the last second.
Honestly though, when you're in, you're in - not leading the deadline stress you out (but try to get everything done on time, of course) WOW! Full-time work. There are so many people who work full-time... as 1 or 2 in my yeat maybe. Idk how someone could do it. There's only one person I know in the
second year who works full time, but he goes to school part-time and said it's still crazy LOL. The first day of class for us was an oddity, cuz the way the planned work it happened to be a 3 hour lecture class, and I assumed every class during the week was so long. So there was a lot of info and I ussed I
had to learn a week worth in info like that every couple of days. I do not remember the exact times, but usually the lecture classes were an hour, or sometimes 2 hours. The first test is also the hardest because u don't know how the professor creates his tests yet, so it's hard to figure out your study
strategy. Oooh. It may depend on the year. Usually classes here usually start at 10, and sometimes 9. SO fll legth depends on the day, but you can enter from 9-1 in a few days, 10-1 on others, etc. Reactions: helloxilef Thank you very much for the advice! What study material would you recommend that
we use? (eg: textbook used in OT degree school class, all specific types of flashcards, etc.) You'll learn about this later from the second year, but for the summer semester there are only two books you need. Willard and Leverman's Occupational Therapy (buy the latest edition) - this has been described
as our Bible and you're going to use it every semester in several classes. The second book is the Palpation book. Don't buy any of the other books!!!! They are a waste of money and we have online copies that we will send to you. Reactions: leialee and helloxilef Hello there! Thank you so much for
sending this information together! I tried to log in and it says that I do not have access to it Would you be able to DM me what it says or how it looks? I really appreciate it. Congratulations on your financial support awards! Was there a specific deadline for that? I can only find the 2016 information date. Yes
sure Reactions: helloxilef Hello There! anyone here who applied for the summer semester and hasn't heard back yet? do not hear back means an automatic rejection or they notify the applicants in other ways? You'll learn about this later from the second year, but for the summer semester there are only
two books you need. Willard and Leverman's Occupational Therapy (buy the latest edition) - this been described as our Bible, and you are going to use it every semester in several classes. The second book is the Palpation book. Don't buy any of the other books!!!! They are a waste of money and we
have online copies that we will send to you. Hey there! Thanks SOOOO much for such a detailed response. It always warms my heart to really hear back from passionate, helpful and kind individuals like yourself! I'm sure you're doing great in your classes. You have given many useful tips and I definitely
will remember to get the two special books!! I received the reminder email about orientation. What was that day like? I see it starting at 8am! Reactions: summerOTice Hello There! anyone here who applied for the summer semester and hasn't heard back yet? do not hear back means an automatic
rejection or they notify the applicants in other ways? I applied for the summer semester and haven't heard anything at all yet. I guess at this point is just a no, but I wish they would just let us know if that's the case. Reactions: D_OT Hello, hope everything goes well. So for my year the schedule was quite
hectic, because the person who taught us was still in medical school (LOL). Amazing teacher tho. Because his schedule was a little unpredictable, ours would literally change every week, so there was no real consistency. For the most part, we normally had 1 day off at a time between Mon-Fri. There are
technically 2 classes that you have, but Gross Anatomy is really like 3 classes: lecture, lab, and palpation (where you have to feel a huge variety of legs/muscles/body markers) on your classmates. (If you don't like being touched, this can be a strange experience LOL). So in a typical week we would have
1 day where we had only Foundations class (which is easy), a day where we had lectures + palpation (maybe a 4 hour day), and 2 days where we would have lecture and lab (also about 4-5 hours). It's tough, but definitely feasible! Especially since you're going to have a lot of time that semester to study.
There's a lot of material, but the carcass lab, as scary as it may sound, is really a miraculous way to learn, and by the end of the semester you'll feel really good about how much you know. To prepare, study the names of all the muscles you learned as an undergrad. I didn't, and the beginning of the
semester was STRESS!!!!!! Full! A lot of it was my fault though, and not everyone found it as hard as I did. If you at least know the names of the muscle and where they are, everything else will fall into place and you will be able to learn at a steady pace. You may also want to review the names of the
bones and bone-bone landmarks (including the parts of the vertebrae). The first test is the hardest, and then everything gets easier. Thank you very much for this information. I to get nervous not knowing how to prepare since I kept hearing it is intense. I was first asked to read an article and answer some
questions based on it. Then the interview process was pretty straightforward. I was asked why I was interested in OT, about my volunteer experiences, how I deal with stress, my organizational skills to balance school and life, such things. good luck!! Thank you very much for your response! I am so
grateful for any insight into the interview process to feel more prepared and ready to show who I am and my passion for OT in a way that can come from professionally. I had my interview yesterday, and I think it went well! Everyone I met personally and here (the other students who write back) have been
so kind and helpful. The two strongest natural properties I think anyone would want in their occupational therapist. I found that they try to give as many interviews as possible because they really care about having the opportunity to meet you in person and see if there are any missing links between who
you are in person vs who you are on paper. Good luck to all who are still waiting to hear back and to those who have been accepted! Reactions: helloxilef, D_OT and leialee Hey guys, I'm a first year Downstate OT student. I remember reading through these forums last year when I searched for the best,
and was very happy when a freshman last year chimed in to talk. If you have any questions, don't be afraid to ask here, and I'll try to get back to you. Congratulations to those who got it!!!! Good luck to those who are still waiting; they are still interviewing people, and some of the students in my year came
in at the last second (or after being put on a waiting list), so it can still happen!!! Good luck to you, and I send out positive vibes and love. WOW Thank you very much for all the insight and support into the life of a student who has gone through the application process and now at school after being
accepted. It's so thoughtful of you to take the time to answer us all with your wisdom (and im sure lack of time) with all the study you have to do. I went to an information session last year and had the pleasure of meeting some current students at the time who took their own time our of their busy schedules
to stay around and talk to those who were interested and passionate about the program. It shows real commitment to the longevity of being a kind, caring, considerate and supportive therapist and human being. I wish you the best in your studies, that your thoughts can be open to receiving and retaining
all the information you can and your body staying healthy to keep going strongly! Yours on your way to being an OT and helping this world!!!! There's a strong motivation there! Reactions: D_OT Hello there! Thanks SOOOO much for such a detailed response. It warms my heart to genuinely hearing back
from passionate, helpful and kind people like yourself! I'm sure you're doing great in your classes. You have given many useful tips and I definitely will remember to get the two special books!! I received the reminder email about orientation. What was that day like? I see it starting at 8am! LOL @ does
amazing in all classes. We'll see how this semester goes... The spring semester is quite rough (albeit very interesting), but also the hardest semester. I remember the orientation being early LOL. Or at least I think I do; seems like along time now. Basically you go in, manager and Professor Pagpatan talks
to you and tells you about the program, and then other year students will show you around the building and give you advice and get drunk on their experiences; it's a nice experience. I'll probably volunteer to leave. Also I should add that, the good thing about a master's program in OT is that as long as
you get a B, your grades really don't matter (which employees will remind you often). Of course try hard to get the best grade, but unlike undergrad, you don't have to stress out if you're not perfect. Thank you very much for your response! I am so grateful for any insight into the interview process to feel
more prepared and ready to show who I am and my passion for OT in a way that can come from professionally. I had my interview yesterday, and I think it went well! Everyone I met personally and here (the other students who write back) have been so kind and helpful. The two strongest natural
properties I think anyone would want in their occupational therapist. I found that they try to give as many interviews as possible because they really care about having the opportunity to meet you in person and see if there are any missing links between who you are in person vs who you are on paper.
Good luck to all who are still waiting to hear back and to those who have been accepted! Wow congratulations! Who interviewed you? WOW Thank you very much for all the insight and support into the life of a student who has gone through the application process and now at school after being accepted.
It's so thoughtful of you to take the time to answer us all with your wisdom (and im sure lack of time) with all the study you have to do. I went to an information session last year and had the pleasure of meeting some current students at the time who took their own time our of their busy schedules to stay
around and talk to those who were interested and passionate about the program. It shows real commitment to the longevity of being a kind, caring, considerate and supportive therapist and human being. I wish you the best in your studies, that your thoughts can be open to receiving and retaining all the
information you can and your body staying healthy to continue Yours on your way to being an OT and helping this world!!!! There's a strong motivation there! Lack of time, definitely LOL. Thank you very much, and good luck to you in the future. Lack of time, definitely LOL. Thank you very much, and good
luck to you in the future. Mr. Pagpatan did my interview! I was also accepted today into the program! I am so overjoyed and so grateful again to those here who give advice and share their experiences. I can tell SUNy Downstate is a special place that really picks special people to be in their program. I
haven't received any notification of a briefing yet. Does anyone else? Reactions: leialee Mr. Pagpatan did my interview! I was also accepted today into the program! I am so overjoyed and so grateful again to those here who give advice and share their experiences. I can tell SUNy Downstate is a special
place that really picks special people to be in their program. I haven't received any notification of a briefing yet. Does anyone else? Hey, so happy for you! Do not bother that I ask, when did you search, st what point did you hear back from them in the first place, when was the interview scheduled for etc?
Thanks! So I'm friends with a first year, and according to that person, Downstate is a mess. The old head retired like two years ago, and the program has declined. They also seem to prioritize early submissions - which they say they don't. I was accepted to NYU, Columbia and Seton Hall, but not even an
interview with Downstate (which I find interesting and fishy). I have also tried to reach the head of department and received ZERO help, which is unprofessional at best. It seems that they undergo apps, interviews, accept instead of watching ALL, interview TOP choices, accept very top picks. So it is
possible you can be a better applicant, but if they filled the program (about 30-34 students, 1x a year), they can not revoke an invitation, so they just stop looking at applications. Also, my friend said it's a complete ROT and classes and program is a **** show and you basically learn everything. They've
heard from other students that if you can afford to do another school with loans, you should. General... after visiting 2 years ago I liked it, the visit 1 year ago I liked it less, and now I think I escaped a bullet with this school. It's reasonable though. Good luck to all existing students and new students. Mr.
Pagpatan did my interview! I was also accepted today into the program! I am so overjoyed and so grateful again to those here who give advice and share their experiences. I can tell SUNy Downstate is a special place that really picks special people to be in their program. I haven't received any notice of a
briefing though yet. Does anyone else? I got him to interview me too. I was very nervous when I went into it, but when we started I knew I would get Congratulations on accepting. Last edited: 28 May 2018 I was placed on the alternative list of 2/5 and was accepted to the program yesterday! I am
overjoyed as Downstate is my first choice program! For those planning to apply to Downstate in the future and are placed on the waiting list: try to submit health documents as soon as possible - I think it may have helped speed up the acceptance process for me. Good luck to everyone! Reactions: leialee
I was placed on the alternative list of 2 / 5 and was accepted to the program yesterday! I am overjoyed as Downstate is my first choice program! For those planning to apply to Downstate in the future and are placed on the waiting list: try to submit health documents as soon as possible - I think it may have
helped speed up the acceptance process for me. Good luck to everyone! It's amazing, congratulations! One of the best/knowledgeable students of our year was originally put on the waiting list as well, and luckily she came in because she's amazing. I'll see you during the summer. So I'm friends with a first
year, and according to that person, Downstate is a mess. The old head retired like two years ago, and the program has declined. They also seem to prioritize early submissions - which they say they don't. I was accepted to NYU, Columbia and Seton Hall, but not even an interview with Downstate (which I
find interesting and fishy). I have also tried to reach the head of department and received ZERO help, which is unprofessional at best. It seems that they undergo apps, interviews, accept instead of watching ALL, interview TOP choices, accept very top picks. So it is possible you can be a better applicant,
but if they filled the program (about 30-34 students, 1x a year), they can not revoke an invitation, so they just stop looking at applications. Also, my friend said it's a complete ROT and classes and program is a **** show and you basically learn everything. They've heard from other students that if you can
afford to do another school with loans, you should. General... after visiting 2 years ago I liked it, the visit 1 year ago I liked it less, and now I think I escaped a bullet with this school. It's reasonable though. Good luck to all existing students and new students. It's definitely a program that puts you through the
races and forces you to pick yourself up and carry on. We also take about 30 more credits compared to all other OT programs, and everything is completed in a 2-year period; but that said, it's still totally worth it, and when you're done with the classes, you're very proud of your achievements and feel
amazed at how much you know. Most of the difficulties also apply only during the first year, and in the second year (when taking actual clinical OT classes) everything should be smooth sailing - or at least that's how it was described to me. When I first started a second year student told me about how she
was frustrated with the way things went, but was grateful at the end when it was over, because she felt very well prepared for the future. In the long run of things, it's definitely feasible, and totally worth it. Congratulations on the outstanding schools you entered! Last changed: Mar 29, 2019 Reactions:
helloxilef I was placed on the alternative list of 2 / 5 and was accepted to the program yesterday! I am overjoyed as Downstate is my first choice program! For those planning to apply to Downstate in the future and are placed on the waiting list: try to submit health documents as soon as possible - I think it
may have helped speed up the acceptance process for me. Good luck to everyone! I haven't heard back yet (neither rejection nor waiting list). Does not hear back at all automatically a rejection or notifies SUNY's applicants if it is rejected etc.? I haven't heard back yet (neither rejection nor waiting list).
Does not hear back at all automatically a rejection or notifies SUNY's applicants if it is rejected etc.? I was one of the first to be interviewed in my year, and it took me a while to hear back. No hearing does not mean anything (provided you've been interviewed). Mr. Pagpatan did my interview! I was also
accepted today into the program! I am so overjoyed and so grateful again to those here who give advice and share their experiences. I can tell SUNy Downstate is a special place that really picks special people to be in their program. I haven't received any notification of a briefing yet. Does anyone else?
Congratulations on your acceptance!!! Doesn't feel amazing? I am very happy for you and know that this will be a great and worthwhile experience. I received email notifications about my login credentials to sign up for classes. The aforementioned following; On-Line Enrollment for summer 2019 into
students to the College of Health Related Professions, the College of Nursing and School of Public Health will begin on April 1st to April 12. Online registration is the only way you can sign up for, or make schedule changes in summer and autumn classes. Remember to register for both summer and
autumn semesters. In terms of orientation, I looked up the summer 2019 semester for the College of Health Profession Relateds academic calendar, and it showed that Tuesday, May 28, would be orientation for all new into OT/PT etc students and the next day Wednesday, May 29 would be the first day
of classes for new students! It's definitely a program that puts you through the races and forces you to pick yourself up and carry on. We also take about 30 more credits compared to all other OT programs, and everything is completed in a 2-year period; but that said, it is still completely worth it and when
you finish the classes you are very proud of your and feel surprised at how much you know. Most of the difficulties also apply only during the first year, and in the second year (when taking actual clinical OT classes) everything should be smooth sailing - or at least that's how it was described to me. When I
first started a second year student told me about how she was also frustrated with how things went, but was grateful at the end when it was over, because she felt very well prepared for the future. In the long run of things, it's definitely feasible, and totally worth it. Congratulations on the outstanding schools
you entered! Such a great response and your enthusiasm about the program speaks volume. No matter where you go or what you do, we should always take responsibility for our success and progress. There will always be other programs or places that can offer better services, but at the end of the day -
we all have to put to work and remain resilient. I'm really looking forward to this. I am currently working in rehab in a hospital now and I am even more motivated and determined to excel in everything as well as possible. Congratulations on pushing through the program so far and thank you again for your
encouraging words and sharing your real experiences. I was placed on the alternative list of 2/5 and was accepted to the program yesterday! I am overjoyed as Downstate is my first choice program! For those planning to apply to Downstate in the future and are placed on the waiting list: try to submit
health documents as soon as possible - I think it may have helped speed up the acceptance process for me. Good luck to everyone! Ahhh yay!!! Congratulations on your acceptance!!! Proud of you and I know you're going to be a great asset as well. Yes, I wish everyone who is still waiting to hear back
the absolute best and congratulations to everyone who was accepted so far! I was one of the first to be interviewed in my year, and it took me a while to hear back. No hearing does not mean anything (provided you've been interviewed). That's the thing, I haven't been interviewed/didn't hear back nada.
Assuming the chances of this cycle are slim. Does anyone here in the Downstate conversation know about an NYU Steinhardt OT thread? If so you can post a link . Thanks in advance! Mr. Pagpatan did my interview! I was also accepted today into the program! I am so overjoyed and so grateful again to
those here who give advice and share their experiences. I can tell SUNy Downstate is a special place that really picks special people to be in their program. I haven't received any notification of a briefing yet. Does anyone else? Congratulations!!! Yes!!! Last edited: Apr 1, 2019 I was placed on the
alternative list at 2 / 5 and was accepted to the program yesterday! I am overjoyed as Downstate is my first choice program! For those who plan to apply to Downstate in the future and are on the waiting list: try to submit health documents as soon as possible - I think it may have helped speed up the
acceptance process for me. Good luck to everyone! Congratulations!! Oh, I remember the annoying spelunker thing LOL! Make sure you take the Hep B vaccine! On paper there is an option to pass it, but it is a lie; they will only tell you that option if only for professions that do not work as medical/rehab
clinicians. I remember being worried about having to get it at the last second. Honestly though, when you're in, you're in - not leading the deadline stress you out (but try to get everything done on time, of course) WOW! Full-time work. There are so many people who work full-time... as 1 or 2 in my yeat
maybe. Idk how someone could do it. There's only one person I know in the second year who works full time, but he goes to school part-time and said it's still crazy LOL. The first day of class for us was an oddity, cuz the way the planned work it happened to be a 3 hour lecture class, and I assumed every
class during the week was so long. So there was a lot of info and I ussed I had to learn a week worth in info like that every couple of days. I do not remember the exact times, but usually the lecture classes were an hour, or sometimes 2 hours. The first test is also the hardest because u don't know how the
professor creates his tests yet, so it's hard to figure out your study strategy. Oooh. It may depend on the year. Usually classes here usually start at 10, and sometimes 9. SO fll legth depends on the day, but you can enter from 9-1 in a few days, 10-1 on others, etc. Thanks again for this answer! I signed up
for both my summer and autumn courses, and they advised us to call the department to ask for class plans if it does not appear on the website. So I called and the woman who answered said Monday-Friday 9-5 all day every day for summer and autumn. I remember Professor Pagpatan mentioning that
although classes are not offered 9-5 every day, we just have to treat it as a full-time job when we include study time and lab time etc because of intensity. But based on what you said above, are actual classes usually not 9-5 (especially during the first summer semester) correct? For example, our basic
course indicates that we are expected to be there from 10-2 on Tuesdays while the gross anatomy is 3 days a week. I understand what they mean, but I wasn't sure if the actual class plans were exactly that since the woman was very affirmative that it was Mon-Friday 9-5 all day every day lol! hello
everyone! I'm so sorry I didn't come back and don't get everyone's answer here. I didn't get the usual email alerts that people answered. So I submitted my application about 2 weeks before it was supposed to. Got an interview 3/19 and then got my acceptance message 3/27. everything happened so fast.
Last year I didn't hear back until almost the first day of classes for Downstate with a rejection. I am so excited and maybe the few of us who have been accepted can exchange information and connect so that we can have each other as backup through the registration process. I have a lot to say about
inconsistencies, biases and unprofessionality from my own personal experience with NYU. Everyone wants their own thing because at the end of the day we don't really know what or who they're looking for. I feel blessed after three years of applications to have been accepted to Downstate and will work
my butt to do so. I have met some OT's from volunteer experience who are always impressed with SUNY Downstate fieldwork students, and express that they always looked the most prepared of all students from NYU and Columbia. Thank you for addressing the topic of schedules because I was
wondering the same thing. I've heard it's an intense summer with crack down study though! We're going to need a lot of brain food! Great congratulations to those who were accepted! Shooting my shot here- I submitted my application and interviewed quite early in the process, but I still haven't heard back
from them about any kind of decision. I guess most places are close to being filled and they continue to answer back at me and say that my application is still under consideration. Not even a sign of being waited. Is there anyone else in the same boat as me? Hi everyone, first of all congratulations to those
who were accepted. You are about to embark on an amazing journey! someone should take responsibility and create a SUNY Downstate OT Class of 2021 facebook group. This way you can all connect and I can give you all further information! Let me know when you make the Big congratulations to
those who were accepted! Shooting my shot here- I submitted my application and interviewed quite early in the process, but I still haven't heard back from them about any kind of decision. I guess most places are close to being filled and they continue to answer back at me and say that my application is
still under consideration. Not even a sign of being waited. Is there anyone else in the same boat as me? Yes. Apparently was in the same situation. hello everyone! I'm so sorry I didn't come back and don't get everyone's answer here. I didn't get the usual email alerts that people answered. So I submitted
my application about 2 weeks before it was supposed to. Got an interview 3/19 and then got my acceptance message 3/27. It all happened so fast. Last year I didn't hear back until almost the first day of classes for Downstate with a rejection. I am so excited and maybe the few of us who have been
accepted can exchange information and connect so that we can have each other as backup through the registration process. I have a lot to say about inconsistencies, biases and from my own personal experience with NYU. Everyone wants their own thing because at the end of the day we don't really
know what or who they're looking for. I feel blessed after three years of applications to have been accepted to Downstate and will work my butt to do so. I have met some OT's from volunteer experience who are always impressed with SUNY Downstate fieldwork students, and express that they always
looked the most prepared of all students from NYU and Columbia. Thank you for addressing the topic of schedules because I was wondering the same thing. I've heard it's an intense summer with crack down study though! We're going to need a lot of brain food! Congrats!!!!!!!!!!! And yes, I've heard that
Downstate students are most prepared from many people/tutors as well. Hopefully it will be true LOL! Last edited: Apr 15, 2019 Thanks again for this answer! I signed up for both my summer and autumn courses, and they advised us to call the department to ask for class plans if it does not appear on the
website. So I called and the woman who answered said Monday-Friday 9-5 all day every day for summer and autumn. I remember Professor Pagpatan mentioning that although classes are not offered 9-5 every day, we just have to treat it as a full-time job when we include study time and lab time etc
because of intensity. But based on what you said above, are actual classes usually not 9-5 (especially during the first summer semester) correct? For example, our basic course indicates that we are expected to be there from 10-2 on Tuesdays while the gross anatomy is 3 days a week. I understand what
they mean, but I wasn't sure if the actual class plans were exactly that since the woman was very affirmative that it was Mon-Friday 9-5 all day every day lol! I think she said that because u should prepare to potentially get to school 5 days a week (cuz days may change, and if it's a vacation or something,
there may be a few weeks where u don't get a day off since u had an extra day off the week before). Such was mine: I know the year before us that they often have 2 days off (and if you look closely, it applies to the first and fourth week here as well). But basically most days in our schedule we went into 9
and came out around 1. When Palpation comes in (it just comes in for part of the first half, and part of the last half of the semester) you get out a little later, around 4. But it's only a couple of days a week. Is there anyone who still hasn't heard a single thing about recording? I applied in early November, and
my portal still says forwarded to the Committee for Review. I don't expect any acceptance or waiting list at this point, but was curious if other people are in a similar boat like me and wonder when we would find out about a rejection. Is there any still haven't heard a single thing about recording? I applied in
early November, and my portal still says forwarded to the Committee for Review. I don't expect any acceptance or waiting list at this point, but was curious if other people are in a similar boat like me and wonder when we would find out about a rejection. Yes, I'm in the same situation. The excitement is a
killer. not that I expect to get an interview at this point, but some kind of communication would definitely be enjoyable.. Reactions: otmot123 Has anyone made the Facebook group yet? Hi everyone, first of all congratulations to those who were accepted. You are about to embark on an amazing journey!
someone should take responsibility and create a SUNY Downstate OT Class of 2021 facebook group. This way you can all connect and I can give you all further information! Let me know when you do that A class of 2021 facebook group is created! Do I keep my hopes high to still hear from them or at
this point should I focus on the next cycle...? Not even a formal rejection ... Hi everyone. First of all, congratulations to everyone who was accepted! You must all feel so excited! I'm still trying to be hopeful, myself, as I was put on the waiting list at 2/15. Many have told me that I could be accepted as late
as the day of orientation, which is May 28. Is that true? Should I be hopeful until the last minute? I have all my health forms in and there's just another transcript they're waiting for that's on the way, so I should be okay on the Spelunker checklist section. Crosses all fingers and toes! Toes!!
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